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Abstract

Optical trapping is a method of manipulating particles by using optical fields. It is used to
discretely and remotely handle particles without making any physical contact. It has
numerous applications in the fields of biology, chemistry, nano-assembly and medicine.

Waveguide based optical trapping systems have promising advantage that it can be integrated
with lab-on-a-chip devices. In such systems, the sample consisting of entities with biological
and medicinal relevance have to be transported and routed between different parts of the chip
to perform various diagnostics tests on them. Sorting of unhealthy entities from a population
for isolating and further study can lead to the right diagnostics and drug prescriptions. The
transportation, routing and sorting of biological entities such as cells, bacteria, DNAs etc can
be performed using waveguide based optical trapping methods.

In this thesis work, optical trapping of micro-particles using silicon nitride (Si3N4) straight
waveguides and ring resonators is studied. The optical trapping forces that are exerted on the
micro-particles were numerically simulated using a 3D-finite element method. The
propulsion velocities of the trapped particles on a single mode and multimode waveguide are
numerically and experimentally compared. Optical trapping experiments done using ring
resonators are presented and discussed.
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Chapter1: Introduction

1.1 General introduction

Micro-particles in a fluidic sample medium can be manipulated and studied using various
techniques. Such micro-particles could be cells, bacteria, and other non-biological particles.
Over the years, different methods have been proposed and demonstrated to realize micro-
particle manipulation for a number of applications in the fields of biology, chemistry, nano-
assembly and medicine [1].

Mechanical methods such as pinched flow fractionalisation where a pinched micro-fluidics
channel together with a pre-defined array of obstacles in those channels have shown micro-
particle manipulation[2] [3].

Electrical methods, where a DC field created by parallel plate electrodes were also used for
manipulation of charged micro-particles in fluidic samples [4]. Methods using ultrasonic
standing wave patterns created in the micro-fluidic channels containing the micro-particles
have also resulted in one of the successful micro-particle manipulation techniques [5].

Even though these methods have been successful to varying degree yet all of them suffer
from one or more of the following limitations: high cost, their selectivity and integration
restrictions. This calls for the need to pursue other micro-particle manipulation methods [6].

Optical trapping is the systematic manipulation of particles by taking advantage of the
mechanical interaction between the optical field and the particles. The strength of this
mechanical interaction and the resulting optical forces exerted on the particles depends on the
intensity and the intensity gradient of the optical field. A laser beam that is focused with a
high numerical aperture (NA) lens or the evanescent mode from an optical waveguide can be
used as a source of the optical field while the particles are usually suspended in a liquid
medium within a micro-fluidic channel.

1.2 Motivation

In optical trapping, particles are handled remotely without any physical contact, in a non-
destructive manner. This makes it favourable for many applications where contamination and
destruction of the particles can hinder the results of the study. DNA overstretching in single
molecule analysis where two optical traps from a focused laser beam are used to stretch the
DNA proteins in order to study their response in medical drug research is one such
application [7].

The most promising research area where waveguide based optical trapping could play a
major role is in Lab-on-a-chip (LoC) application. The idea of LoC is to make all
functionalities of a laboratory on a single chip which can be used as a point of care device for
medical diagnostics. Such devices can be used at any place without the need for the
traditional expensive and sophisticated laboratory equipments which can only be operated by
highly trained laboratory technicians [8]. This would have a far reaching consequence in
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modern day healthcare systems especially in the developing countries like Ethiopia where
cheap and easy-to-use medical diagnostics tools could be used for giving the much needed
treatment in time. This was my biggest motivation for choosing to study this thesis topic and
play my part in the overall effort towards achieving those goals.

1.3 Report outline

In the second chapter of this thesis, a brief summary of the state-of-the-art in the domain of
optical trapping is presented. The theoretical background about the physics of waveguide
based optical trapping is reviewed in the third chapter. Numerical simulation results of optical
trapping that were done using COMSOL are given in the fourth chapter. The achieved
experimental results and their comparisons with the numerical results are presented and
discussed in the fifth chapter. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in chapter
six.
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Chapter2: Optical trapping review

2.1: A brief summary of optical trapping systems

The observation of the interaction between light and a particle dates back to the time of
Johannes Kepler who proposed the sun’s radiation pressure as being the reason for comet’s
tail pointing away from it [9]. A proper theoretical deduction of this electromagnetic radiation
pressure was made by J.C.Maxwell and later on by Adolph Bartoli. This was later followed
by experimental measurement of light’s radiation pressure on macroscopic particles by
E.F.Nichols and G.F.Hull of the Wilder Physical Laboratory, Dartmouth College [10].

The invention of the laser in 1960 has paved the way to various research fields and
inventions. One of such breakthroughs was made by Arthur Ashkin of Bell Labs who used a
focused laser beam to effectively propel and stably hold micron sized particles in a lower
refractive index liquid medium [11]. In his experiment, Ashkin has noticed that when the
focused laser beam was incident onto the glass cell containing micron sized latex spheres;
they got pulled towards the focus and started accelerating along the laser’s propagation
direction due to the radiation pressure. Later, Ashkin has demonstrated two counter
propagating laser beams trap particles at a certain desired location [11].

An optical stable trap which relies on the counter effect between a radiation pressure and
gravitational force, levitation trap, has also been demonstrated This was followed by a single
beam trap, optical tweezers, by balancing the gradient force which is caused by the intensity
gradient in the tightly focused laser beam and the radiation pressure due to the scattering and
absorption of the beam by the particle [12].

These works by Ashkin and his group has inspired many research groups to find various
ways to efficiently implement optical forces to probe micro-particles of different nature and
size. One of such works was made by S.Kawata and T.Sugiura where they used the
evanescent field created on the surface of a prism to propel polystyrene spheres [13].
S.Kawata and T.Tani later extended this work by using a channel waveguide to create an
evanescent field whose intensity gradient is used to bring the nearby particles closer to the
surface and push them along the propagation direction by the exerted laser pressure [14].

The trapped particles that are hanging in a fluid medium above the waveguide surface are
also under the influence of other non-optical forces such as the fluidic resistance which
opposes their motion (drag force) and a random thermal agitation that leads to Brownian
effects. These effects would obviously hinder the controlled trapping and propulsion of the
particles specially those having a smaller size as compared to the wavelength of laser light in
use (Rayleigh particles). This calls for the need to optimize and maximize the optical trapping
forces in order to overcome those hindering effects. One of such noteworthy works was done
by L.N.Ng et al. Different parameters such as the height and refractive index of the
waveguide core, the refractive index of the fluid medium with respect to the particles placed
within the medium and the wavelength of the laser light have been analytically and
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numerically studied based on Rayleigh scattering theory to maximize the optical forces on
dielectric and gold spherical particles [15] [16].

Similar optimization analysis for non-Rayleigh particles whose sizes are larger than the
wavelength of laser light in use (i.e. Mie particles) was presented based on the generalized
Mie theory by H.Y.Jaising and O.G.Helleso [17] [18].

Once the influence of various waveguide parameters, size and refractive index of the particles
on the optical trapping forces was well studied, the gained knowhow was exploited to realize
interesting applications such as mixing and sorting of particles. The Y-branch waveguide
with which polystyrene micro-particles were spatially sorted along the branch, by varying the
power coupled into each of the Y-branches, was experimentally demonstrated [19].

This optical trapping and guiding of particles has also found its way into biology where red
blood cells (RBC) and yeast cells were made to propel along the surface of a waveguide with
an upcoming vision in medical applications for bacteria and cell sorting. Finite element
methods were proposed and implemented as a method for numerically calculating the
expected optical forces [20] [21].

Cells that are under study may rupture or shrink if not kept in medium where they will
experience equal osmotic pressure. The need for an appropriate biological fluidic medium for
keeping the cells healthy and its influence on the optical trapping forces from Tantalum
pentoxide (Ta2O5)waveguide has been experimentally studied[22][23].

The planar nature of the waveguides provides easy integration with micro-fluidic channels in
which particles can be transported into different target locations. This advantage was utilized
and experimentally shown by trapping particles under an imposed forward and backward
flow in PDMS micro-fluidic channels integrated with an SU-8 polymer waveguide, a system
also referred as Opto-fluidics [24] [25]. The numerical analysis of the optical trapping
stability conditions in such flowing fluidic medium carrying the particles along the stream
was also thoroughly done and presented for SU-8 polymer waveguides [26].

One of the shortfalls of a planar waveguide based optical trapping is that the trapped particles
will persist to get pushed along the propagation direction of the incident laser. This makes
doing further analysis on the particles by holding them at a certain specific location difficult,
especially in applications such as LOC. A number of methods implementing different
techniques were suggested as a solution which includes using two counter propagating waves
to create a standing wave pattern in the waveguide resulting in stable trapping locations along
the surface with the possibility of tweaking these stable trap locations [27].

A waveguide system made of a loop that has a deliberate gap was also proposed and
experimentally demonstrated for stably trapping biological particles in the gap in order to do
further probing and analysis on the particles for biological and medical applications [28].
Another system which takes advantage of the axial intensity gradient at the junction between
a single mode (SM) and multimode(MM) waveguide was also used for achieving a stable
trapping position at the junction in such waveguide based optical traps [29].
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The size of the particles under study and their refractive index contrast with the surrounding
fluidic medium significantly determines the strength of the optical trapping force on them.
This has an implication of needing higher input power (intensity), for efficient tapping to
happen, when dealing with smaller particles in the nanometer size range as well as those
having a refractive index closer to the fluidic medium.

A number of research groups have put the effort to come up with alternative solutions to this
high input power requirement. An optical trapping system using a slot waveguide which is
capable of confining and guiding the light in tens of nanometers slot width for getting higher
intensity and intensity gradient was used to trap and transport nano-sized particles [30]. A
liquid core waveguide that allows the particles to interact directly with the guided part of the
mode that carries higher optical power as compared to the evanescent part was also presented
[31].

Other experimentally shown methods those were capable of giving intensity enhancement for
the evanescent field in order to have better interaction with the trapped particles include
plasmonic based systems. Such systems exploit the strong intensity gradient of the surface
Plasmon resonances mode that exists at the interface between the metallic structures on the
waveguide and the fluidic dielectric medium [32].

The intensity enhancement in the ring and micro disk resonator waveguide as compared to
the bus waveguide was also used as active particle switching system by tuning the
wavelength of the input laser around their resonance wavelength [33][34][35]. These studies
were made for silicon and silicon nitride ring resonators that were operated around 1550 nm
wavelength.

Optical trapping at such longer wavelengths (i.e. around 1550 nm) has a disadvantage due to
the high absorption by water at those wavelengths. This high absorption by the fluidic
medium may damage samples in biological studies or create some unwanted thermal effects
that will influence the studied results.

Working at visible and near infrared wavelengths where there is lower absorption by water
could reduce these problems. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) which is transparent over those
wavelength ranges can be a good material candidate for such optical trapping works. Even
though optical trapping and switching of particles has been demonstrated with silicon and
silicon nitride rings operating around 1550 nm, further study about the effect of the trapped
particles on the behaviour of the rings still needs to be done.

A good starting point for the discussions ahead would be a brief introduction to the most
important theories and concepts that are involved in optical trapping systems. These
theoretical introductions are given in chapter 3 of this thesis report.
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Chapter3: Theoretical introduction

3.1 Optical tweezers

A dielectric particle that is placed along the propagation direction of an unfocused laser beam
will be pushed forward by the radiation pressure of the beam (Fig.3.1 (a)). This radiation
pressure (scattering force) is caused by the change in momentum of the photons as they get
scattered from the surface of the particle. Instead of simply pushing the particle forward, if
one wants to trap the particle at a certain location a second force must be exerted opposing
the forward-pushing scattering force.

Fig 3.1 (a):  Scattering force on a spherical particle due to unfocused laser beam.

If the laser beam is focused using a lens which has a high NA, an intensity gradient will be
created along the propagation direction of the laser. A polarisable dielectric particle when
exposed to this intensity gradient will experience a second force known as the gradient force.
If the particle is more polarisable than the surrounding medium, the gradient force that is
acting on it will pull it towards the region of highest intensity (Fig.3.1 (b)). If this gradient
force is strong enough to counter the scattering force, stable trapping of the particle will be
achieved. Such kind of trapping which only utilizes a single focused beam is what is known
as optical tweezers (OT) [11].

Fig 3.1(b):  Gradient force on a spherical particle due to a tightly focused laser beam.

OT provides the possibility to manipulate both single and multiple particles simultaneously
[36]. The trapped particle(s) can be moved from one position to the other by routing the
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focused beam using different lens systems and changing the focal point of the laser without
any physical contact [37]. The non- invasive and non-contact nature of OT has made them a
very important tool in applications that are sensitive and prone to contamination.

OT has been widely used as an important researches tool in various fields. In physics, they
have been used for cooling atoms when studying the quantum mechanical nature of gases
[37]. In biology, among others the functionality and structural property of DNA and cells
have been studied using OT [38]. In single molecule analysis, measuring the piconewton (pN)
range forces in  molecular motors were also made possible using OT [38] [39].These and
many other research applications that led to great insights in their fields make OT an
important tool in science and technology.

In spite of the numerous advantages OT have, they also suffer from some limitations. The
intensity and intensity gradient of the focused laser beam in an OT depends on how tightly
the lens can focus the laser beam. For a laser beam having a wavelength of λ and being
focused by a lens with a numerical aperture NA, the minimum spot size to which it can be

focused down ( ) is given by:

= .
(3.1)

The range over which the particles interact with the focused beam is diffraction limited. This
range, which is few microns, long will be hindered by any attempt to further increase the
exerted intensity by either going to lower wavelengths or using a lens with higher NA [1].

The lenses that are used for routing and focusing the laser beam in OT make its multiplexing
and implementation in systems such as lab-on-a-chip not viable.

The above mentioned shortfalls of optical tweezers have motivated the shift towards other
optical manipulation systems. Waveguide based optical manipulation systems are considered
as prospective alternative. Before going further in to the details of waveguide based particle
manipulation systems, it is best to start with a brief review of the basic waveguide theories.

3.2 Waveguide theory in straight waveguides and ring resonators

3.2.1 Ray optics approach

If there is a system of materials where the higher refractive index (core) is sandwiched
between two lower refractive index materials (cladding and substrate) (Fig. 3.2) then a
propagating ray of light within the core medium will remain confined in the core by
undergoing a successive total internal reflection (TIR) if the  incident angle (θi) is greater

than the critical angle θc = sin at the interface where and are the index of

refraction of the core and cladding respectively.
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Fig. 3.2: System of materials confining light ray by total internal reflections.

The propagating rays that satisfy the condition of TIR and remain confined in the core
material are known as the waveguide modes.

3.2.2 Wave optics approach

From a wave optics point of view, one has to solve the Maxwell’s equations using the proper
boundary conditions for the material system in order to determine the behaviour of the
electric and magnetic fields constituting the waveguide modes. Considering a system without
a free charge and current density (i.e. ρ=0 and J=0) these equations will have the form as
given in equations (3.2) (a)-(d) below.= − (3.2) (a)= (3.2) (b). = 0 (3.2) (c). = 0 (3.2) (d)

Where and are electric and magnetic fields while is the electric displacement vector
and the magnetic field vector.

For a waveguide system with uniform relative electrical permittivity (ϵ=n2) and magnetic
permeability (µ) the homogenous wave equation is given by:∇ + µ = 0 (3.3)

Assuming a SM waveguide with transverse electric (TE) polarization, the solution to the
electric and magnetic fields in the cladding region (Fig. 3.3), the evanescent part of the
waveguide mode, will take the form given by equations (3.4) (a)-(c).
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Fig. 3.3: A waveguide mode with exponentially decaying evanescent tail.

Fig. 3.3: A waveguide mode with exponentially decaying evanescent tail extending into the cladding.( , ) = ϒ (3.4) (a)( , ) = − ( , ) (3.4) (b)( , ) = ( , ) (3.4) (c)

Where is the amplitude of the electric field, ϒ the waveguide loss along the propagation
direction ( -axis), the angular frequency, the propagation constant which is related to

the free space wave vector = as:= (3.5)

is the decay constant which is given by:= = (3.6)

Finally, is the effective refractive index of the waveguide, and is the refractive index

of the cladding.

The decay constant ( ), is a very important parameter in waveguide-based optical trapping as
it tells how far the evanescent part of the waveguide mode penetrates into the cladding region
where the particles to be trapped are present. This penetration depth , is given by:= = (3.7)

Using equations (3.4) (a)-(c), the intensity , and intensity gradient , of the evanescent
mode as a function of the propagation distance ( ) and distance away from the waveguide
surface ( ) can be determined.
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( , ) = | | ϒ (3.8) (a)( , ) = ϒ (3.8) (b)

This intensity which will be exerted on a particle during waveguide-based optical trapping
can be used to describe the strength of the scattering force that can be imposed on the
particle.

Similarly, the intensity gradient along the x-axis in the cladding region will have the form( , ) = ( , ) (3.9)

The intensity gradient is negative indicating that the intensity of the evanescent mode is
decreasing as it moves from the core into the cladding region of the waveguide. The intensity
gradient will also determine the gradient force that can be exerted on the nearby particle
during optical trapping. By looking at the equations (3.8) and (3.9) one can notice that, both
the intensity and intensity gradient are maximum at the position = 0 which is the interface
between the core and the cladding of the waveguide system. The implication of this issue will
be revisited while discussing the optical forces in the later section of this chapter.

3.2.3 Ring resonators

The work which is presented in this section is mainly based on [40].

A ring resonator is made of a looped waveguide that is placed in the close proximity of one or
two straight waveguides known as bus waveguides. A ring resonator with only one bus
nearby is known as an all-pass ring (Fig.3.4 (a)) while the one with two bus waveguides is
called an add-drop ring Fig.3.4 (b). The coupling between the bus and the ring waveguide is
achieved when the two waveguides are brought closer to each other and optical power is
transferred through the evanescent fields.

Fig.3.4 (a): All-pass ring resonator.
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Fig. 3.4 (b): Add-drop ring resonator.

The coupled modes in the ring will acquire a phase while propagating in the ring. When this
phase equals an integer multiples of 2 , those modes will constructively interfere leading to
an intensity build up in the ring. This resonance condition of the ring with radius is given
by: 2 = (3.10)

Where , and are the effective index of the mode in the ring, the resonance

wavelength and resonance order number respectively.

The properties of the field in such ring resonator structure can be analyzed using a scattering
matrix model. Under the assumptions that a single unidirectional mode of the resonator is
excited and the back-reflection in to the waveguides is ignored, the intensity transmission of
an all-pass ring is given by: = = фф ( ) (3.11)

Where , and ф = are the self-coupling coefficient, round trip loss and round trip

phase shift respectively. The round trip loss includes the propagation loss in the ring, the
bending loss and coupling loss. For a lossless ring resonator = 1.

If the losses at the coupling section can be ignored, the self coupling coefficient , and the

cross coupling coefficient determines the power splitting ratio of the coupler. In such case
they have a relation given by: + = 1 (3.12)

Similarly for an add-drop ring resonator the intensity transmission at the pass and drop ports
are given by:
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= = фф ( ) (3.13)

= = ( )ф ( ) (3.14)

From equation (3.13) above one can see that the intensity transmission to the pass-port will

drop to zero when = . This condition where the round trip loss in the ring matches the

ratio of the self couplings in the buses is known as critical coupling.

The wavelength dependent transmission characteristics of an add-drop silicon nitride (Si3N4)
ring with 150 µm radius is shown in Fig.3.5.

Fig.3.5: Pass port transmission spectrum of 150 µm Si3N4 ring resonator.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a ring resonator describes the resonance width
of the spectrum. The distance between consecutive resonance peaks in the transmission
spectrum is given by the free spectral range (FSR) of the ring which is given by:= (3.15)

Where = − is the group index that also considers the dispersion in the

waveguides.

The finesse of the ring resonator determines the sharpness of the resonance. A parameter

that is closely related with the finesse of the ring resonator is the quality factor , which
describes the energy stored in the ring with respect to the energy lost in each cycle. The
finesse and quality factor of an add-drop ring resonator can be calculated using the following
equations.
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= = √
(3.16)

= = √( ) (3.17)

From equation (3.17) one can see that will decrease if the round trip loss in the ring , is

increased. Rings with a larger radius will have a higher quality factor .
The intensity in the ring can be higher than that in the bus waveguides. This is due to the
intensity build up during the constructive interferences in the ring resonator. This intensity

enhancement factor for add-drop ring resonator is given by:= ф ( ) (3.18)

For a ring that is on resonance this intensity enhancement factor will be simply given by:= ( ) (3.19)

After the brief description about the fields in straight waveguides and ring resonators, the
effects of the fields on a nearby particle and the effect of the particle on those fields is
studied. Such a study dealing with the interaction between a particle and the surrounding EM
field is presented in the next section.

3.3: The physics of light and particle interaction

The interaction between an incident EM field and a trapped particle can be explained using
three different theories based on the size of the particle under consideration the ray optics, the
Mie and the Rayleigh theory respectively. But only the ray optics and Rayleigh theories will
be discussed hereafter in this section as the intuitive and analytical understanding gained
from these theories will provide a good insight into the numerical simulation that will be
performed in the next chapter. The interested reader can refer to the work by H.Y.Jaising and
O.G.Helleso [17] [18] for an excellent description of Mie theory of light and particle
interaction.

3.3.1 The ray optics theory

This theory is used to explain the interaction between a focused beam from a laser source and
a particle whose diameter is much larger than the wavelength of the laser used (D>>λ).
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Fig. 3.6: The change in momentum of the ray due to the presence of the particle.

From the above figure one can see that with respect to the incoming ray, the direction of
propagation of the outgoing ray has been changed. It is as if the particle has pushed the
incoming ray down wards. As the rays carry an associated momentum, this change in
propagation direction due to the interaction with a spherical particle will lead to a change in
momentum of the rays.

In order for the system to obey Newton’s 3rd law of conservation of total momentum, the
momentum of the particle must also change by equal and opposite amount. The rate of
change of the particle’s momentum determines the force experienced by it [38] [39].

3.3.2 Rayleigh theory

The work which is presented in this section is mainly based on [15][41].

This theory is used to describe the light and particle interaction for particles whose size is
much smaller than the wavelength of laser light (D<<λ). As the main interest of this thesis
work is optical trapping of particles using waveguide systems, the evanescent field from the
waveguides is considered as the incident EM field for the particle manipulation.

It is the aim of this section to introduce the analytical formulas for a system where the
particles are assumed to be located near the surface of the waveguide. The effect of different
parameters such as particle size, refractive index, surrounding medium within which the
particle is located and the wavelength will be discussed.

The particles which will be later used in the experimental part of this thesis work are
polystyrene spherical particles with a real refractive index of around 1.59 and a negligible
imaginary part. These kinds of particles are considered to be good approximations for
biological samples such as red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) for the
envisioned applications in cell transporting and sorting.

A spherical particle located near the surface of a waveguide (Fig.3.7) will be under the
influence of the electrical and magnetic field of the evanescent mode from the waveguide. In
an electrostatic approximation, the response of the particle’s molecules to an incident EM
field (i.e. the polarizability of the particle , is dependent on its volume V, permittivity ,
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and the cladding medium within which it is contained .The polarizability of the particle is
given by: = 3 (3.20)

where the permittivity is related with the refractive index as = and = for

the particle and cladding medium respectively. We assume spherical particles with radius r,
so the volume of the particle is: = (3.21)

This polarizability will be positive as long as the particle has an index of refraction which is
higher than that of the cladding medium within which it is located. The positive or negative
nature of the polarizability will in turn determine the attractive or repulsive nature of the
optical gradient force that is exerted on the particle.

Fig.3.7: Optical and fluidic forces acting on a trapped spherical particle.

The effect of this EM  field on the spherical particles  leads to a spatial separation of charges
(electrons and nuclei). Consequently, an induced dipole will be created on the particle.
Having this in mind, it will be a reasonable approximation to consider such a Rayleigh
spherical particle under the influence of the evanescent field as a dipole located at the centre

of the particle. This dipole moment , can be expressed in terms of the polarizability of the
particle as: = (3.22)

Where is the free space permittivity.

The approximation of the Rayleigh spherical particle as a dipole will mean that the optical
trapping forces on it can be evaluated by calculating the electromagnetic force on the dipole.

This EM force on the induced dipole is given by:= . + (3.23)
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Where is the electric field and the magnetic field vector of the evanescent mode in the
cladding which is interacting with the dipole (Rayleigh particle).

Using vector identities and equation (3.2) (a) one can rewrite equation (3.23) in terms of the
fields as:

= ( , ) 2 + [ ( , ) ( , )]
(3.24)

The above equation representing the force on a dipole has two constituents. The first one
being the optical gradient force , which depends on the intensity gradient ( ) of the

incident evanescent field and the second one the optical scattering force ,which depends
on the intensity ( ) of the incident evanescent field.

3.3.2.a) Rayleigh theory gradient force

Using equations (3.4) (a), (3.9) and (3.22) one can write the expression for the x- component
of the gradient force in terms of the intensity gradient as:F = ϵ α ( , ) (3.25)

Since ∇ I(x, z) is a negative quantity, a particle which has a higher refractive index than the
surrounding cladding medium (i.e. positive ) will experience a negative gradient force that
will pull it towards the surface of the waveguide where the intensity is maximum (Fig.3.7).

This pulling nature of the optical gradient force, towards the high intensity region, can be
understood using some elementary electromagnetic analysis. If there is a Rayleigh particle
with the same refractive index as its surrounding fluidic medium (i. e n = n ), then the net

induced surface charges on the interface between the fluidic medium and the particle will be
zero. This is the same as saying the polarizability of the particle is zero, which will also make
the optical gradient force to be zero.

However, if the Rayleigh particle has higher refractive index than the surrounding fluidic
medium there will be net induced surface charges on the interface between them. These net
charges will experience a stronger Coulombic attraction force from the high intensity region
as compared to the lower intensity region.

From equation (3.20) and (3.21), it can be seen that the polarizability , is proportional to the
third power of the particle’s radius(r ) which also describe the size dependence of the
gradient force.

Working at longer wavelengths will result in a smaller decay constant ( ) and longer
penetration depth ( ) into the cladding and substrate regions. This will in turn lead to a lower
intensity gradient ( , ), for the evanescent field in the cladding region, indicating an
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inverse relation between the strength of the exerted gradient force and the wavelength of the
laser light being used.

3.3.2.b) Rayleigh theory scattering force

The energy being transported by the incident evanescent field along its propagation direction

is described by the Poynting vector , whose time average gives the number of photons
crossing a unit area every second along the propagation direction. This Poynting vector is
given by: ( , ) = [ ( , ) ( , )] (3.26)

Where , is the free space light velocity and , the cladding medium within which the

evanescent fields ( , ) and ( , ) are propagating. As it was mentioned in the

previous sections this evanescent field also carries a momentum density , that is related to
the Poynting vector as: = ( , ) = [ ( , ) ( , )] (3.27)

By carefully comparing equations (3.24) and (3.27), it can be seen that the second term in the
optical force expression of equation (3.24) is related to the rate of change of the momentum

density , of the field.

This change in momentum density of the evanescent field and its consequence can be
elaborated in the following manner. The induced surface charges of the Rayleigh particle)
under the influence of an incident EM field will start to oscillate. It is also known that an

oscillating charge re-emits EM. Since the direction of propagation (k-vector) of the incident
evanescent field and the scattered field is different, there will be change in momentum
density Δ . This change in momentum density of the fields will result in a reaction force on
the particle which is known as scattering force. This force pushes the particle along the
propagation direction of the incident evanescent field (Fig.3.7).

The scattering force can be rewritten in terms of the intensity of the incident evanescent
field ( , ), using equations (3.8) (b), (3.24), (3.26) and (3.27).= ( , ) (3.28)

If more photons strike the surface of the particle per unit time there will be more momentum
density change which will lead to a stronger scattering force exerted on the particle.

From equation (3.28) it can be seen that the scattering force has a squared relation with the
polarizability of the particle ( ). This implies that, as compared to the gradient force ,

the scattering force , has a more stronger particle size dependence ( ).
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Furthermore, the dependence of the scattering force promotes the idea of working at lower

wavelengths for achieving stronger propelling scattering forces along the waveguide and
avoiding the water absorption that is prominent at infrared wavelengths.

So far not much has been said about the cladding medium within which the particles to be
trapped are placed. A fluidic medium such as DI water is usually used during waveguide
based optical trapping experiments. Therefore it is a good idea to briefly discuss the influence
of such a fluidic medium on waveguide based optical trapping.

3.4 Particles in a fluidic cladding medium

Particles which are going to be trapped and propelled along the waveguide are usually placed
in a fluidic medium. This fluidic medium could be DI water (as was the case in this thesis
work) or some other buffer medium when dealing with biological cell trapping [22].

A micro-fluidic channel which enables a laminar (i.e. smooth and constant) flow of fluidic
mediums can be defined on the surface of the chip in order to manipulate the fluidic media
containing the particles. This is very important as one can introduce the particles on the
trapping waveguide in a controlled manner using the defined channels. The velocity by which
the particles are delivered can also be tuned in order to improve the trapping process. These
micro-fluidic channels are usually made of PDMS with a typical height of about 50 µm and
width of about 200 µm [24].

The Particles can undergo a random motion due to thermal agitation. This is known as the
Brownian motion [1].The optical trapping forces exerted on the particle must be strong
enough to overcome such Brownian effects for the trap to be successful. Otherwise the
particle will wander off the waveguide and escape from the trap.

When the trapped particles are being propelled in the fluidic cladding medium, the molecules
of the trapped particles will collide with that of the fluidic medium. This will cause a change
in momentum to those molecules. This change in momentum will lead to a reaction force to
be exerted on the particle by the fluid medium.

As this collision is more pronounced in the front side of the particle that is facing the
propagation direction as compared to the rear side of the particle, there will be a net force
opposing the forward motion of the particle by the fluidic medium (Fig.3.7).

This force which is known as Stokes drag force is given by the following expression:= −6 (3.29)

Where and are the radius and terminal velocity of the particle and is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluidic medium. This fluidic viscosity determines its resistance to any stress
induced deformation that is imposed on it, such as the one from the trapped particle [15]. The
negative sign in equation (3.19) indicates the opposing nature of the drag force against the
forward motion of the particle.
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This viscosity value is true for a bulk fluid but for a fluid medium bounded by nearby
surfaces as it is the case in waveguide based trapping, the viscosity has to be modified. This
will mean that the drag force has to be modified accordingly [24]. This is given in equation
(3.20).

( ) = [ ] (3.30)

Where the new parameterℎ, is the height of particle centre from the waveguide surface.

From equation (3.30) it can be seen that a larger particle will experience a stronger drag force
than a smaller sized particle. On the contrary, smaller particles are more affected by the
random Brownian effect than larger particles. As can be seen from (Fig.3.7), by equating the
forward scattering force with the opposing drag force one can calculate the terminal velocity

of the trapped particle on the surface of the waveguide.

The discussions that were given in the ray optics theory were mainly meant for giving a
mental picture about light and particle interaction based on some simple geometrical optics.
Noticeably, such theory will not be adequate enough to explain waveguide based optical
trapping and is usually limited to OT.

The Rayleigh theory on the other hand was used to introduce the EM field based optical
trapping using waveguides. But the Rayleigh theory has also some limitations. The
waveguides used in the derivation of the Rayleigh analytical formulas were slab waveguides.
So the horizontal confinement of the waveguide mode is not taken into account. Rayleigh
theory is on top of that only valid for particle sizes that are much smaller than the wavelength
and starts to fail once we go above this size range. There is also a limitation on the shape of
the trapped particle as this theory is developed for spherical shaped particles.

As most of the particles used in the experimental section were larger than the wavelength of
the laser light being used. A full 3D FEM numerical simulation using COMSOL 4.2a and 4.3
was implemented to calculate the optical forces on such larger particles using the Maxwell’s
stress tensor (MST) formalism. Hence, it will be a good idea to briefly discuss the
implementation of MST in optical force calculation.

3.5 Calculation of optical trapping forces using Maxwell’s stress tensor

The most intuitive way to understand the MST, which is a tensor of rank 2, is to consider it as
a means of describing the momentum (vector) exchange between the particle and the field
within which it is located [41]. In such a system where momentum exchange occurs, it is only
natural to expect for the total linear momentum to be conserved so that Newton’s third law
will be obeyed.

One can describe the particle as consisting of a volume charge distribution (ρ), the force on it
due to the surrounding EM field can be described using the Lorentz force low as:
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= ∫( + ) = ∫ (3.31)

Where is the current density of the charge distribution and is the force per unit volume
on such a charge distribution.

Using Maxwell’s equations, Gauss and Ampere’s laws in the presence of free charge and
current, one can express the above force in terms of the surrounding EM field.= ∫ ( . ) + − (3.32)

This equation can be further rewritten, using some simple vector calculus, in an attempt to
make it look more recognizable as:= ∫[ . + − ( . + . ) − ( ) ] (3.33)

Where , is the unit tensor.

The force is related to the change of particles momentum as = where is the

momentum of the particle. The rate of momentum change of the surrounding fields can also

be expressed as, = ∫ ( )
where , is the momentum of the field.

Therefore equation (4.3) can be rearranged to state the conservation of linear momentum in
such a system as it is shown below [41].+ = ∫ . + − ( . + . ) (3.34)

+ = ∫ . ⃖⃗ (3.35)

Where ⃖⃗ is the Maxwell’s stress tensor. By taking the time average over the optical period of
equation (4.5) which makes the rate of change of the fields momentum to be zero and
implementing Gauss integration one can calculate the time averaged force on the particle.
This time averaged force on the particle due to the EM field is given by:< >=< >= ∮ < ⃖⃗ >. (3.36)

Where < ⃖⃗ >= ∗ + ∗ − ( ∗. + ∗. ) (3.37)

is the time averaged Maxwell stress tensor and is the surface normal to the unit surface
of the particle.
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If one knows the total field at each point on the surface enclosing the particle, the average
force that is exerted on the particle can be calculated. In this thesis work, FEM based
numerical simulation using COMSOL 4.3 was used to calculate the total field on the surface
of the particle (Fig.3.8) from which the expected optical force and propulsion velocities are
calculated. The results of these simulations will be discussed in the next chapter of this thesis
report.

Fig.3.8:  A side view of the normalized E-field with a spherical particle near the waveguide surface.
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Chapter 4: Numerical simulations of optical trapping forces

4.0 Introduction

The main aim of the numerical simulation work that is presented in this chapter is to assess
the magnitude of the optical forces we can expect for particles trapped on a dielectric
waveguide. We performed a numerical simulation with COMSOL Multiphysics to study the
effect of several waveguide parameters on the trapping force experienced by micrometer
sized particles.

4.1 Building the numerical model in COMSOL

COMSOL Multiphysics is a Finite Element Method (FEM) based simulation tool where the
simulation domain is discretized into smaller mesh elements to be solved as a set of linear
equations. Unlike the finite difference methods where all the spectral ranges are
simultaneously solved, the FEM only solves for a single wavelength in one run. If a solution
for a range of wavelengths is needed one has to do a sweep over that range.

In FEM one can use a finer size mesh element for regions of the simulation domain where
more accurate computational results are needed while using a coarse size mesh for other
regions of the simulation domain. This will greatly reduce the computation time especially if
a model with a large number of elements is involved as in the case of waveguide based
optical trapping (Fig.4.1).

Fig.4.1: A COMSOL model used for simulating optical trapping forces on particles.

As can be seen in the above figure, the surface of the spherical particle which is located in the
fluidic cladding medium and the gap region the sphere has with the surface of the
waveguide’s core are meshed finer as was mentioned in the previously paragraph.

One of the advantages of using such numerical methods over the analytical method such as
the Rayleigh theory and semi analytical methods such as the Arbitrary beam theory (ABT), is
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that its implementation is not limited to spherically shaped particles. It can also take into
account the horizontal confinement of the incident waveguide mode. This makes it possible
to better represent and take into account the actual experimental situations during the
numerical simulation.

The RF module is used to simulate the full 3D electromagnetic wave propagation. Rather
than calculating the time evolution of the EM fields in certain time steps, a frequency domain
study is implemented which assumes a sinusoidal time variation for the fields. In such study
one can provide the frequency (wavelength) as an input parameter and calculate the
amplitude and the phase of the EM field components at certain times of interest [43].

The excitation fields at the input port (Fig.4.1) are determined using boundary mode analysis
which uses the solution from the 2D eigenmode solver. The mode solutions from the
eigenmode solver will be then used as the propagating field along the 3D model. In all the
simulations, the input power at these ports is fixed to 1 W. In order to take into account the
scattering effect due to the presence of such a particle, scattering boundary conditions are
used for the surrounding surfaces in the model. A perfectly matched layer (PML) is also used
at the end of the model in order to absorb any unphysical reflections, form the end of the
waveguide, which will affect our numerical results.

As the complete model is symmetrical, only half of the model is simulated by implementing a
perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary condition for TE polarization while using a perfect
magnetic conductor (PMC) boundary condition for TM polarization. This will help to reduce
the computational time to half of what is normally needed for the full model.

Once the total EM field has been numerically calculated one can use the Maxwell’s stress
tensor (MST) to calculate the optical forces which are exerted on the particle.

4.2 Comparison between numerical and Rayleigh theory results

In order to test out the validity of the model for the numerical simulation of optical forces and
trapping velocities, a comparison was first made with the analytically calculated optical
forces using the Rayleigh theory that was discussed in the previous chapter. For a Si3N4 core
waveguide with refractive index (RI) of 2.014 at 975 nm and having a height and width of
220 nm and 550 nm respectively, the scattering force on a polystyrene particle with RI of 1.59
located at 4 nm above the surface of the waveguide core in a fluidic medium (DI water) with
RI of 1.33, was calculated as shown in the figure below (Fig.4.2). The 4 nm gap the particle
has above the core surface is taken to avoid any numerical instability that might arise due to
merged mesh elements belonging to different domains. Furthermore, from a physical point of
view an infinite amount of force is needed for the particle to push all the water under its
surface and make contact with the core surface.
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Fig.4.2: Validation of the COMSOL model with respect to the analytical Rayleigh theory.

As expected, the two methods agree well for smaller size particle where the Rayleigh theory
is known to be valid. However, for particles larger than 150 nm the two methods start to
deviate from each other. This is due to the fact that the Rayleigh theory starts to fail for
particles above this size range by overestimating the polarisability of the particles and
consequently the optical forces experienced by those particles. These results are also in a
good agreement with that of [20].

4.3 Numerical simulations of optical trapping forces for Silicon nitride
(Si3N4) waveguides

4.3.1 Silicon nitride waveguides

Silicon nitride is a high index material that is transparent in the visible and infrared regions. It
has a RI of about 2.01 around 975 nm. For a 220 nm thick film of Si3N4, the waveguides are
single mode for widths up to 1 µm. The fabrication process of silicon nitride waveguide is
compatible with the complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process making the
mass fabrication of devices at low cost [44].

4.3.2 Numerical simulations of optical trapping forces for a single mode
waveguides

In this section the total EM field on the surface of a spherical polystyrene particle located at a
height of 4 nm above the surface of a single mode waveguide supporting the fundamental TE
mode is numerically calculated. These total fields are then used to calculate the value of the
Maxwell stress tensor on the surface of the particle. An arrow plot showing the simulated
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Maxwell stress tensor that is acting on a spherical particle near the surface of the waveguide
is given in Fig.4.3 (a) and Fig.4.3 (b).

Fig.4.3 (a): Maxwell stress tensor (z-component) acting on a spherical particle near 800 nm wide
single mode waveguide.

Fig.4.3 (b): Maxwell stress tensor (y-component) acting on a spherical particle near 800 nm wide
single mode waveguide.

From Fig.4.3 (a) above, one can see that the z component of the Maxwell stress tensor is
directed towards the surface of the waveguide. This indicates the existence of a pulling force
which we have called optical gradient force. Since the intensity gradient is highest at
interface between the core and cladding, it is logical we see the strongest pulling force at the
lower cap of the spherical particle.  Similarly Fig.4.3 (b) shows that the y component of the
Maxwell stress tensor has its net component directed along the positive y axis.
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From the arrow plots it can be seen that this horizontal push reduces as one moves towards
the top surface of particle where the decaying evanescent field will be much weaker.

Once the y and z component of the Maxwell stress tensor are calculated, the corresponding
optical forces can be calculated by taking the surface integral of this stress tensor for the
particle under consideration. The results of these simulations for different sized particles near
the waveguide are presented in Fig. 4.4 (a) and Fig.4.4 (b).

Fig.4.4 (a): Optical scattering force on spherical particles near 800 nm wide single mode waveguide.

Fig.4.4 (b): Optical gradient force on spherical particles near 800 nm wide single mode waveguide.

Looking at the numerical results given in the figure above, it is expected that for each ‘mW’
guided power propagating inside, the 800 nm wide waveguide will pull a nearby 3 µm
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spherical particle with -1.1 pN force while horizontally pushing it with 0.17 pN force. This
means that the particle will experience a stronger attraction force towards the surface of the
waveguide than the horizontally pushing scattering force. Both optical forces are expected to
scale in an almost linear fashion with particle size where the bigger sized particles experience
a stronger force as compared to the smaller ones.

As was discussed in the last chapter, the scattering optical force can be used to approximate
the expected terminal velocity (i.e. the velocity attained at the equilibrium between the
scattering force and the drag force) of the trapped particle. This terminal velocity was found
to be around 1.94 µm/s/ mW.

4.4 Particle induced phase shift on ring resonators

The aim of the simulations done in this section is to estimate the resonance shift of a ring
resonator due to a single particle located near its surface. The COMSOL models that are used
here are the same as those used in the optical force simulation in the previous sections
(Fig.4.1).

Two exactly identical models are first prepared. In the first model (model 1), a particle is
placed at 4 nm above the interface between the core and the cladding material while no
particle is used in the second model (Fig.4.5). This was done to study the phase shift induced
by the particle on the guided field inside the waveguides by comparing the phase information
of the fields from the two models.

Fig.4.5: Models used to study particle induced phase shift.

Once this phase shift ∆ф, is known, the extra path length ∆ , that is seen by the guided field
due to the presence of the nearby particle is calculated using:∆ = ∆ф

(4. 1)
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Where and are the phase velocity and angular frequency of the guided fields.

So far all the analysis is done for a simple straight waveguide but with a reasonable
approximation, this straight waveguide can be considered as if it was a smaller section of a
bigger ring in a ring resonator structure. Hence, the extra path length that is seen by the
guided field propagating in the ring will change the resonance condition in the ring resonator
leading to a shift in the resonance wavelength.

The simulation results of a shift in the resonance wavelength for a ring resonator with 700 nm
width and 150 µm radius due to the presence of different sized polystyrene particles is given
for the case of TE polarization at 900 nm input wavelength (Fig.4.6).

Fig.4.6: Single particle induced resonance shift in ring resonators.

From the above figure it can be seen that a single 2 µm diameter particle that is located near a
surface of a ring will shift the resonance wavelength by 0.1 nm.
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Chapter 5:  Experimental works and Discussions

5.1 Silicon nitride waveguides

As silicon nitride (Si3N4) waveguides are used for all the trapping experiments in this thesis
work, a brief introduction about the fabrication process of such waveguides is provided at the
start of this chapter.

A silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer having a thickness of 2.4 µm is deposited on a 200 mm thick
bare silicon (Si) wafer. This is done by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(PECVD) which allows a high quality film deposition over a large surface area at lower
temperatures. The deposited SiO2 layer with its refractive index of 1.45 (around 975 nm
wavelength) is used as the underclad for the waveguide system. [44].

Thereafter, Si3N4 is deposited using PECVD by introducing a mixture of gases consisting of
silane (SiH4), nitrogen (N2) and ammonia (NH3) in a reaction chamber. In this chamber the
SiO2 deposited wafer is kept at 400 °C. After the reaction of the gases in the chamber, a 220
nm thick Si3N4 is allowed to be deposited on top of the SiO2 layer.

A photoresist is later deposited on top of the Si3N4 layer as a preparation for the lithography
step. The designed mask is used during the 193 nm UV lithography for defining all the
needed waveguide patterns. This is followed by a reactive ion etching process for removing
the extra Si3N4 layer near the defined patterns. The final structures are used as a core for
guiding an optical power.

The waveguides are then cleaned with oxygen plasma for about 30 min to remove resist and
other organic residues from the processed wafers. The waveguides are then diced and cleaved
for the trapping experiment. The schematics of a Si3N4 waveguide cross section is given in
the figure below (Fig.5.1).

Fig.5.1: A schematics of a Si3N4 waveguide cross section.
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5.2 Optical power source

Compared to the traditional Si core waveguides, Si3N4 waveguides are transparent over a
wider range of wavelengths including the visible (VIS) and near infra red (NIR) regions. This
makes Si3N4 waveguides good candidates for many applications in these wavelength regions.
Optical trapping of micro particles is one of such applications [20][44].

A high power single mode laser diode with a central wavelength of 975 nm was used as a
trapping laser for the experimental work done on the straight waveguides. An external
temperature and current controller was used to make sure that the temperature is kept at the
operating temperature of the laser diode which is at 25 °C. The driving current can be tuned
to increase the output power of the laser diode. The characterization of the output power with
respect to the driving current of the laser diode was done first and is given in the figure below
(Fig.5.2).

Fig.5.2: The output characteristics of 975 nm laser diode.

From this graph it can be seen that this laser diode has a threshold driving current of about 30
mA with its maximum being at 550 mA. At this maximum driving current, a 400 mW optical
power is measured at the output fiber of the laser diode.
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5.3 Experimental setup

The setup used for the experimental part of this thesis work is given in the figure below
(Fig.5.3).

Fig.5.3:  Experimental setup used.

There are different techniques to couple light in to photonic components. The most common
ones are vertical and horizontal coupling. In vertical coupling, grating couplers (GC) are used
to launch light into the waveguides with a minimum coupling loss of about 6 dB. But the
efficiency of a GC is dependent on the wavelength and the angle from which the input power
is incident[44]. In order to avoid this wavelength dependent coupling efficiency and the
mechanical hindrance for bringing an objective lens closer to the chip, a horizontal coupling
method was used.

In the horizontal coupling, the output power from the laser diode source is passed through a
fiber loop polarization controller that helps to maximize the coupling of the TE polarization.
A tapered single mode lens fiber is used for a direct butt coupling into the waveguide input
facet. A similar fiber is used to collect the power from the output facet. The fiber are
positioned with a piezoelectric translation stage.

As shown in Fig.5.3, X10 objective lens with NA of 0.28 is used for taking a real time video
of the trapped micro particles during the actual experiment using uc 480 viewer software.
This real time video will be later analysed offline with particle tracking software for
estimating the average velocity with which the trapped particles are moving along the
trapping waveguide.
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The output power from the end facet of the waveguide is measured using an optical power
meter. If the propagation loss due to the scattering by the side wall roughness is known for
the length of waveguide used, the output power measured with the power meter can be used
to estimate the input and output coupling losses for a given input power. Consequently one
can also determine the amount of guided optical power in the waveguide which is interacting
with the trapped particles.

5.4 Micro particles

A polystyrene microsphere with an average diameter of 3 µm and having a standard deviation
of 15% according to the manufacturer (Sekisui chemicals) was used for the first part of the
experimental work on straight waveguides. These polystyrene spheres have a refractive index
of about 1.59 at 975 nm wavelengths. They are also considered as transparent around this
wavelength region due to their negligible absorption. Hence, optical trapping force due to the
absorption of the incident optical power by the polystyrene spheres is ignored.

The polystyrene microspheres are diluted in deionised water (DI) with a refractive index of
1.33 in a volume ratio of 1:1000. This volume ratio is important for making sure that too
concentrated solutions are used for the trapping experiment. This is to reduce the chance that
a number of particles will form a cluster and settle down on the top surface of the trapping
waveguide. Such clusters will hinder the propulsion of other trapped particles moving along
the trapping waveguide. This phenomenon was seen during some of the experiments where a
spherical micro particle which was being propelled along a straight waveguide was blocked
by a cluster of particles stuck on the waveguide. Such particles later end up joining the cluster
making it an even bigger cluster. This trend is shown in the figure below (Fig.5.4) which is a
snap shot of the video taken during the optical trapping experiment.

Fig.5.4: A cluster of micro particles hindering the propulsion of 3 µm particle.
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Once the particles are diluted in DI water with the right volume ratio an ultrasonic sonifier is
used where the pressure from the high frequency sound waves will produce a force to
disperse the particles in the solution and breakdown any clusters. After this process is done, a
very sharp needle was used to put a drop of the solution on top of the chip as shown in the
figure below (Fig.5.5).

Fig. 5.5: Introducing the DI diluted polystyrene particles on top of the chip.

5.5 Determination of the particle’s velocity

Before going ahead into the discussion of the experimental results it is a good idea to mention
how the experimental propulsion velocities of the trapped particles are calculated. The real
time videos of all the experiments are recorded using a visible camera with 10x objective
lens. These trapping videos were then analyzed using CUDA spot tracker which is open
source software for tracking the position of a particle in image and video files [45].

Using this software the pixel position of the trapped particles in each frame of the video can
be calculated. Consequently, the displacement of the trapped particle in terms of pixel
position can be calculated. This calculated displacement has to be converted back into a real
world displacement in terms of meters (m).

Fig.5.6: Plastic slide used for the calibration of the camera’s pixel size.
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First, a picture of a simple plastic slide (Fig.5.6) with a millimetre (mm) scale size drawn on
its top surface is taken with the same camera setting as it was used during the trapping
experiment (Fig.5.6). Thereafter, IMAQ Vision Builder software tool is used to analyze the
taken picture of the plastic slid in order to determine the relation between the pixel
displacement and the distance scales on the slid.

From the above figure (Fig.5.6) it can be seen that 9 X 50 µm on the scale corresponds to
1124 pixels along the horizontal axis. The result of this analysis was used to relate the pixel
displacement with real world displacement in micrometers (µm).

The time taken by the trapped particle to travel this displacement is also necessary in order to
determine its velocity. This information was calculated from the number of frames in the
video and the speed of the camera (which was in this case 11.27 fps (frames per second)).

5.6 Experimental results on straight waveguides

5.6.1 Optical trapping on a straight waveguide with w= 2.7 µm

In the optical trapping experiment the straight waveguide with 2.7 µm width was estimated to
have a coupling loss of 11.1 dBm per facet. This in turn can be used to approximate the
amount of guided power in the waveguide.

Fig.5.7: A 3 µm diameter polystyrene particle trapped on 2.7 µm wide waveguide.

For an incident input power of 270 mW (24.3 dBm) measured after the polarization controller
and just before the input lens-tipped fiber (Fig.5.3), the guided power in the waveguide was
approximated to be around 20.18 mW (13.05 dBm) which lead to 19.1 µm/s propulsion
velocity for the 3 µm diameter particles. Picture frames showing this propulsion of the
trapped particle is presented in the above figure (Fig.5.7). As one can see from the figure, the
trapped particle is scattering the laser light that is incident on it while propagating along the
waveguide.
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A number of measurements were also made on the same chip by only changing the amount of
input power used for each measurement. This was done for the purpose of experimentally
studying the influence of input power used on the trapping velocities. The result of this
measurement is given in the figure below (Fig.5.8).

Fig.5.8: Optical trapping velocities of 3 µm diameter particle for different guided power.

The videos showing the propulsion of the trapped particles for each input power were
analyzed to produce this graph. For each input power corresponding to a certain guided
power in the waveguide, the average propulsion velocity of each trapped particle is calculated
and symbolized by a bar in the above graph (Fig.5.8). Looking at the overall trend of the
graph, the propulsion velocity is noticed to increase with the input power for all the
measurements done.

From Fig.5.8, the mean of all the given velocities for each guided power is calculated. This
result was then compared with numerically calculated trapping velocities that were calculated
using numerical parameters mimicking the experimental situation. The result is given in
figure (Fig.5.9). An experimental movie showing the propulsion of 3 µm diameter
polystyrene particles on 2.7 µm waveguide for an input power of 400 mW is given at:
http://www.intec.ugent.be/sites/default/files/optical%20trapping_2.7%20um_0.mp4

A table comparing the experimental result with some of the previously reported results is
given below. There is a close agreement with [20] and [24] as can be seen (Table.3.1).

Material Height X
width
(µm)

Particle
Diameter
(µm)

Particle
index

Wavele
ngth
(nm)

Input
power
(mW)

Guided
Power
(mW)

Velocity
(µm/s)

Ref.

Ta2O5 0.2x6 7 1.38 1070 2600 NA 6 [22]
Si3N4 0.2x1 2 1.55 1064 NA 20 15 [20]
SU-8 0.56 x2.8 3 1.57 975 NA 53.5 28 [24]
Si3N4 0.22 x2.7 3 1.59 975 270 20.18 19.1 This

work

Table.3.1: Comparison of experimental result with previously reported values.
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Fig.5.9:  Numerical vs. Experimental trapping velocities for a waveguide with w=2.7 µm.

As predicted by the numerical simulation, the experimental trapping velocities show an
increasing trend with amount of guided power in the waveguide. This guided power
propagating in the waveguide depends on the amount of input power applied as well as the
coupling and propagation loss. Higher input powers result in an increase in the amount of
guided mode power and consequently stronger radiation pressure being exerted on the nearby
particles. This increase in radiation pressure (scattering force) has led to higher propulsion
velocities of the trapped particles as can be seen in Fig.5.9.

The observed magnitude difference between the numerical and experimental velocities can be
reasoned out as follows. Firstly, in the numerical simulation the particles are assumed to be
located at a fixed height of 4 nm above the waveguide. But, it is experimentally difficult to
exactly determine the location of the particles. Secondly, the diameter of the particles was
also taken to be 3 µm for all the numerical simulations while according to the manufacturer,
the particles used for this experiment are assumed to have a standard deviation of 15% from
their mean value of 3 µm.

The multimode nature of this 2.7 µm wide waveguide will result in an intensity beating that
occurs when the guided mode jumps from one mode to the other while propagating in the
waveguide. Due to this intensity beating the trapped particles may not experience a uniform
radiation push along their propagation path. This issue was noticed during some of the
experiments where a trapped particle, that was moving along the waveguide, was seen to
suddenly slow down before it increased its speed again. This will obviously influence the
calculated average velocity of the particle for the corresponding input power. These reasons
are presumed to contribute to the noticed variation between the numerical and experimental
velocities.
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5.6.2 Optical trapping on a straight waveguide with w=800 nm

A coupling loss of about 13.5 dBm per facet was assessed for these waveguides based on
power measurements. For an input power of 210.4 mW (23.3 dBm) at the input facet of the
waveguides, an approximated power of 9.4 mW was estimated to be guided inside the
waveguide. This has lead to a 15.76 µm/s propulsion velocity for 3µm diameter polystyrene
particles. The snap shot pictures from the movie taken during this experiment, showing the
trapping and propulsion of the polystyrene particles on the 800 nm wide waveguide, is given
in the figure below (Fig.5.10).

Fig. 5.10:  A 3 µm diameter polystyrene particle trapped on 800 nm wide waveguide.

An experimental investigation of the relation between the amount of input power and the
trapping velocity for the 800 nm wide waveguide was also done (Fig.5.11).

Fig.5.11: Optical trapping velocities of 3 µm diameter particle for different guided power.
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The result was then used to calculate the mean velocities at each guided power which was
later compared with the numerically calculated velocities (Fig.5.12).

Fig.5.12: Numerical vs. Experimental trapping velocities for a waveguide with w=800 nm.

From Fig.5.11, one can see the increasing trend of the scattering force with the amount of
power incident. This scattering force also dictates the propulsion velocity of the trapped
particles. The experimental propulsion velocities were found to closely follow the velocities
that were predicted by the numerical simulation (Fig.512).

An experimental movie showing the propulsion of 3 µm diameter polystyrene particles on
800 nm waveguide for 129 mW input power is given at:

http://www.intec.ugent.be/sites/default/files/optical%20trapping%20_800%20nm.mp4

5.6.3 Comparison of propulsion velocity between w=800 nm and w=2.7 µm
wide waveguides

For the same input power, it would be interesting to compare the propulsion velocities of the
3 µm diameter sphere that was trapped on the surface of the two waveguide systems. This
comparison is given in the following figure (Fig.5.13).
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Fig.5.13: Experimental comparison of propulsion velocities on waveguides with different width.

From the above figure (Fig.5.13), it can be seen that for the same guided power, those
particles trapped on the surface of an 800 nm wide waveguide were found to move with
higher velocity than those trapped on the 2.7 µm wide waveguide. In order to substantiate this
experimental result, a numerical comparison was made by taking all the experimental
parameters in to consideration. The result of this numerical comparison is given in Fig.5.14.

Fig.5.14: Numerical comparison of propulsion velocities on waveguides with different width.

The numerical result given in Fig.5.14 supports the experimental observation where the same
amount of guided power was resulting higher propulsion velocity for 800 nm wide
waveguide.
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These results can be justified in the following manner. In such waveguide based optical
trapping systems, the evanescent part of the optical mode is being used as the incident
trapping field which is interacting with the particles. As the width of the waveguide is
reduced, the mode will feel as if it is squeezed from the sides and extends more into the
cladding region. This will lead to an increase in the surface intensity at the interface between
the core and cladding. This leads to stronger optical forces resulting higher propulsion
velocities as can be seen the (Fig.5.13 and Fig.5.14).

For an estimated guided power of around 9.4 mW, the trapped particles were found to have a
propulsion velocity of around 15.76 µm/s and 5.13 µm/s on the surface of 800 nm and 2.7 µm
wide waveguides respectively (Fig.5.13). On the other side, the amount of input power that
was applied in order to get the 9.4 mW guided power inside the two waveguides is different.
As the guided mode propagating in the narrower waveguide (w=800 nm) sees the side wall
roughness of the nitride core more, it will endure more loss due to scattering. Its coupling loss
at the input facet was also found to be around 13.5 dBm which is higher as compared to the
11.1 dBm coupling loss of the wider waveguide (w=2.7 µm). Based on the output power
reading from the optical power meter, it was found that an input power of around 210.38 mW
and 120 mW is needed to have an estimated 9.4 mW power guided inside the 800 nm and 2.7
µm wide waveguides respectively.

This high input power requirement of the narrower waveguide can be improved by using
waveguides with tapering structure that will reduce the high coupling loss. An improved
fabrication process for reducing the surface roughness will also reduce the scattering loss in
the waveguide.

5.6.4 Experimental results on ring resonators

5.6.4.a) Ring resonator characterization

In these experiments add-drop ring resonators with a radius of 150 µm were used. The height
and width of the waveguides was 220 nm and 700 nm respectively. The gap sizes at the
coupling section between the bus and the ring varies between 150, 250 and 300 µm.

Before the actual trapping experiment was done the ring resonators were characterized in
order to determine their resonance wavelength and quality factor . A tuneable diode laser
with 890-910 nm wavelength range and an output power of 2 mW at 40 mA driving current
was used for this characterization. For each gap size, the transmission spectrum at the pass
port was investigated with a step of 0.02 nm. The measured spectra were later fitted to a
Lorentzian with least square fitting method in order to determine the quality factor and the
finesse at each resonance wavelength.

This characterization was done for both air and water being used as a cladding material. For
the second case, DI water with no particles in it was put on top of the waveguide. This would
approximate the actual trapping experiment were particles in a DI water solution are used as
cladding and also avoid contamination of the chip before the trapping experiment. The
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transmission spectrum at the pass port of a ring resonator with 300 nm gap is given in the
figure below (Fig.5.15).

Fig.5.15: Transmission spectrum at the pass port of 300 nm gap ring resonator.

From the transmission spectra in the above graph the resonances for water cladding were seen
to be deeper and narrower as compared to air cladding. This is attributed to the reduced
scattering loss of the waveguide mode that is propagating in the ring. This lower loss leads to
higher quality factor , for water cladding ring resonators. This increasing trend was also
seen for the 150 and 250 nm gap ring resonators while determining their resonance
wavelengths in water cladding.

The results of the fitted quality factor and finesse for the different gap ring resonators are
summarized in table 3.2.

Gap size (nm) (min – max) Finesse (min– max)

150 1734 – 15581 4.8 – 43.5
250 3982 – 15376 1.9 – 7.2
300 8169 – 28899 7.0 – 25.0

Table.3.2: summarized quality factor and finesse for 150 µm radius ring resonators.

As it was briefly mentioned in the introduction chapter, the larger ring radius with the
associated low bending losses and reduced scattering loss in the ring due to the water
cladding results in high quality factors.

5.6.4.b) Ring resonator trapping results

A high power Ti:Sapphire tuneable laser, whose titanium ion doped sapphire (Al2O3) lasing
medium is pumped by a frequency doubled 532 nm Nd:YAG laser, was used for the trapping
experiments on the ring resonators. Other experimental setups used for this experiment are
the same as it was shown in Fig.5.3 for the straight waveguides. The optical power from the
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laser was launched into the input port after tuning the wavelength to the resonance
wavelength of the ring resonators.

The experiment done with a 150 nm gap ring resonator will be discussed first. The ring
resonator was found to have lowest quality factor of 1734 and 4.8 finesse at 908.19 nm
resonance wavelength. This was expected considering the relatively higher coupling from the
ring into the bus waveguides due to the smaller gap size. From these values, the resonance of
the ring resonator is assumed to have 0.52 nm width (FWHM).

The output wavelength of the laser was set to 908.2 nm for this experiment and a 467.73 mW
output power was measured at the output fiber of the laser. From earlier characterization
measurements done on this waveguide chips a coupling loss of 13 dBm per facet was
estimated. For an input power of 251.18 mW (23.9 dBm) measured after the polarization
controller, it is estimated that a 12.56 mW power is guided at the input port of the waveguide.

For this experiment polystyrene spherical particles with 1.1 µm diameter and refractive index
of 1.59 were diluted in DI water with exactly the same procedure as the straight waveguide
experiments in the previous sections.

The snap shot pictures from the movie taken during this experiment are given in the figure
below (Fig.5.16).

As it can be seen from Fig.5.16 below, the particle that was in the vicinity of the input port
was trapped and propelled, along the bus waveguide, towards the ring section. It was
expected that once this trapped particle reached the coupling section, the intensity gradient
between the ring that is on resonance and the bus waveguide would result in a gradient force
pulling the particle on to the ring. But during the actual experiment this was not observed and
the trapped particle continued moving on the bus waveguide passing the coupling section.
Similar trends were also seen during the experiments with 250 and 300 µm gap ring
resonators. The possible reason for this observation is discussed next.

During the experiment, a very sharp needle was used to put a drop of the DI solution on the
surface of the chip. Among the introduced particles, those which got near the input port are
trapped and propelled on the bus waveguide similar to straight waveguide trapping. But the
other particles that didn’t get trapped wandered on the surface of chip due to Brownian
effects. When such particles get closer to the surface of the ring which is in resonance, each
of them will induce a phase shift on the guided field that is propagating in the ring. This
phase shift will result a shift in the resonance wavelength of the ring resonator [35]. This
means the resonance wavelength that is being used as an input will no longer interfere
constructively and give an intensity build up in the ring (Fig.5.17). Hence the particle that is
trapped on the bus will not feel a pulling gradient force towards the ring side when it reaches
the coupling section and will continue its journey along the bus (Fig.5.16).
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Fig.5.16: A 1.1 µm diameter polystyrene sphere trapped on the input bus of an R= 150 µm ring
resonator with 150 nm gap size.

Fig.5.17: Nearby particles destroying the resonance of a 150 µm ring resonator.
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From the numerical simulation in chapter four, it was estimated that a single 1.1 µm diameter
particle leads to 0.06 nm shift in a resonance wavelength of the ring resonator. But with the
given experimental setup it is difficult to know the exact number of particles that are closer to
the ring surface causing the shift. However, from the FWHM of the ring resonator used in the
experiment (0.52 nm), it is roughly estimated that about 5 particles would be enough to shift
the wavelength completely out of resonance from its initial central value.

Due to the aforementioned reasons trapping of particles on top of ring resonator was not
observed. In order to achieve trapping of particles on top of ring resonator different
procedures need to be taken in and these are discussed in the last chapter.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and recommendations

In this thesis, optical trapping of micro-particles using Si3N4 straight waveguides and ring
resonators was experimentally and numerically studied. The evanescent field from the
waveguides is used to trap and propel 3µm polystyrene particles on the surface of 800 nm
and 2.7 µm wide waveguides. The propulsion velocity of the particle was experimentally
shown to be dependent on the total power inside the waveguides. Due to the high coupling
loss of the 800 nm waveguide, higher input power was required in order to have the same
guided power as the 2.7 µm. For the same guided power inside the two waveguides, higher
propulsion velocities were observed for the 800nm waveguide. For an estimated guided
power of around 9.4 mW, the trapped particles were found to have a propulsion velocity of
around 15.76 µm/s and 5.13 µm/s on the surface of 800 nm and 2.7 µm wide waveguides
respectively.

These experimental results are confirmed with 3D numerical simulation for the given
experimental parameters. The high coupling loss of the 800 nm waveguides can be reduced
by using a tapering structure.

Optical trapping of particles on 150 µm radius ring resonators was not observed. The high
quality factors of the resonators (small resonance width) in collaboration with the absence of
a proper micro-fluidics channel to deliver the particles are assumed as major causes.
Recommended steps to improve the result for the ring resonator trapping are discussed below.

First and foremost we need to ensure that only those particles which are trapped and
propelled on the input bus should interact with the ring section. This will protect the
resonance of the ring from being destroyed by other randomly moving particles. The best
way to implement this is to define a micro fluidic channel on the surface of the waveguide
chip. Using such channel, the solution could be introduced in a controlled manner using
micro-pumps.

The rings should be designed in such a way that they will have a much broader resonance
width (lower quality factor ). This helps the ring resonator to stay in resonance with a
slightly shifted central resonance wavelength. Consequently, when the trapped particle
arrives at the coupling section it will see more intensity on the ring side and get pulled toward
it.

Waveguides whose heights are larger than 220 nm can also be used. Such waveguides will
hide their mode more into their core. This will reduce the influence of the nearby particles on
the ring resonators and allow the ring to still be in resonance.
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